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I. Introduction 
 

My research is grounded in theory, primarily empirical, inter-disciplinary, and addressing where 
appropriate practice and public policy issues.  In the past 16 years since taking my Ph.D. in strategic management, 
the central question I have addressed in my research is how to explain business performance in turbulent market 
contexts domestically and abroad.  I have addressed this question along two broad disciplinary lines, consistent 
with my research and teaching interests in both strategic management (“strategy”) and international business 
(“IB”).  From a strategy perspective, I have addressed this question in a stream of work aimed at understanding the 
stability of business performance in industries often described as “hypercompetitive” or “dynamically competitive”.  
From an IB perspective, I have addressed this question in a stream of work aimed at understanding risk and 
investment behaviors among firms and individuals active in emerging-market countries (“EMCs”).  These strategy 
and IB research streams often complement one another as they inform scholarship, practice and public policy.  To 
elaborate on these initial points, I next review past research projects and contributions in these two streams, and 
conclude with comments on some near-term research projects and goals.   

 
II. Strategy Research on Business Performance in Turbulent Markets  
 

A fundamental question in strategy research is how to explain differences in business performance.  One 
stream of my research contributes to current research debates related to this question, with special emphasis on 
empirical evaluation of researcher claims about increasing US industry and business performance instability since 
the 1970s.  Understanding how, if at all, performance instability has changed in the US since the 1970s is important 
on its own, and as a bellwether for future trends in other countries where managers and public policy-makers have 
sought to imitate US business and industry practices.   

 
My strategy research publications deepen understanding of trends and perhaps more importantly “pseudo-

trends” related to long-term performance stability.  An initial publication in this stream arose in the courses of my 
work as a consultant to the US Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC’s”) Bureau of Economics from 1995-1997.  
There, I analyzed historical trends in industry definition and performance volatility across an economy-wide sample 
of US businesses, and along with Isaac Fox and Shaker Srinivasan of the Carlson School, helped revise scholarly 
and regulatory (FTC) policy views regarding when many US industries fragmented into discernible intra-industry 
strategic groups.1  In subsequent work with Gerry McNamara of the Michigan State University, published in the 
International Journal of Strategic Change Management (“IJSCM”), I again investigated US economy-wide trends 

                                                 
1 “A Descriptive Alternative to Cluster Analysis:  Understanding Strategic Group Performance with Simulated Annealing” with I. Fox and S. 
Srinivasan, in Statistical Models for Strategic Management, M. Ghertman, ed., Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA, 81-111 (1997).  
Preliminary publication as FTC Bureau of Economics Line of Business Program Working Paper, Federal Trade Commission: Washington, DC 
(1996). 
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in US corporations and published in 2009 the first empirical study of long-term corporate performance effects.2  In 
the process, this paper also reconciled competing views among strategy scholars concerning the relative importance 
of corporate versus industry effects on business performance.  More recent research with Marcelo Buchelli and Joe 
Mahoney of UIUC published in the Journal of Management Studies has investigated the deep historical roots of 
corporate performance volatility in 19th century America and several organizational innovations designed by 
managers to combat that volatility. 3  In concert with Norman Bowie of the Carlson School, I have also published in 
the IJSCM a theoretical model explaining the ethical implications of performance volatility in corporations 
operating internationally.4  The goal of this research stream has been to understand whether, when and why industry 
and corporate performance volatility changes over time. 

 
This research interest has also led to investigation of “pseudo-trends” that strategy researchers often assume 

but neglect to verify in any thorough analysis.  In papers with Gerry McNamara and others, I have sought to 
“debunk” claims of such pseudo-trends through careful large-sample study involving a barrage of tests either to 
uncover the real trend or to dispel the pseudo-trend and, perhaps, to chide its proponents.  Three journal 
publications in this stream stand out.  My 2005 paper in the Strategic Management Journal (“SMJ”), co-authored 
with Gerry McNamara and Federico Aime of the Oklahoma State University, debunked a popular notion held by 
many strategy researchers that industry effects on individual business performance were understated and would be 
revised upwards if only scholars “ignored” a few “outlying” firms defying industry trends. 5  Through careful 
analysis of an economy-wide sample of US businesses and industries, we showed that the “evidence” for this view 
was fundamentally flawed and that scholarly research and policy-making based on such claims were suspect.   

 
In an SMJ publication with Gerry McNamara and Cynthia Devers of the Michigan State University in 

2003, I debunked yet another popular assertion among strategy researchers that the US economy was becoming 
increasingly “hypercompetitive” such that market leaders (and laggards) were more prone to regress from extreme 
to mean performance levels.6 Again, using an economy-wide sample of US businesses and industries from the 
1970s to the 1990s, we demonstrated that there were no long-term trends indicating greater performance instability 
–no increasing hypercompetition—only periodic ups and downs caused by factors familiar to businesses and 
industries operating throughout the 20th century.  In yet another 2010 publication with Gerry McNamara, this time 
in Organization Science (“Org Sci”), we used similar methods to debunk a closely-related claim about long-term 
increase in the performance instability of high-technology businesses and industries.7  In demonstrating no long-
term increase in “dynamic competition,” we again contributed to strategy research by demanding greater theoretical 
precision, methodological rigor, and evidentiary support for assertions of “fundamental change” in the nature of 
markets, industries and competition.  We put the spotlight on what we thought was flawed research and cavalier 
researchers in business public policy and legal fields.  In the process, we also contributed to business practice 
debates about whether and how executives should create and sustain competitive advantages, and to legal and 
public policy debates about whether and how government should oversee and safeguard competitive processes for 
the benefit of consumers. 
 
III. IB Research on EMC Risk and Investment 

 
With the rise of foreign investment in fast-growing EMCs in the last 25 years, IB researchers have become 

increasingly interested in how investing firms and related individuals perceive and respond to risks tied to broad 

                                                 
2 “Changing Corporate Effects on US Business Performance Since the 1970s,” with G. McNamara, International Journal of Strategic 
Change Management, 1(4):  377-400 (2009). 
3 “Chandler’s Living History:  The Visible Hand of Vertical Integration in 19th Century America Viewed Under a 21st Century Transaction 
Costs Economics Lens,” with M. Buchelli, and J. Mahoney, Journal of Management Studies, 47:  859-883 (2010). 
4 “Transactions Costs Economics, Knowledge Transfer and Universal Ethical Business Norms in Multinational Enterprises,” with N. Bowie, 
International Journal of Strategic Change Management, 2(4):  269-297 (2010). 
5 “Is Performance Driven by Industry- Or Firm-Specific Factors?  A Commentary on Hawawini, Subramanian and Verdin,” with G. 
McNamara and F. Aime, Strategic Management Journal, 26:1075-1081 (2005). 
6 “The Same As It Ever Was:  The Search For Increasing Hypercompetition,” with G. McNamara and C. Devers, Strategic Management 
Journal,   24(3):  261-278 (2003). 
7 “Are Technology-Intensive Industries More Dynamically Competitive?  No and Yes,” with G. McNamara, Organization Science, 21(1):  
271-289.  Preliminary publication as Center for Business and Government Regulatory Policy Program Working Paper No. RPP-2003-06, 
Harvard University:  Cambridge, MA (2003). 
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EMC institutional changes.  These changes include privatization of former state-owned enterprises, deregulation of 
former protected industries, liberalization of constraints on the movement of people, products, finance and ideas, 
and democratization of former one-party, socialist and or military regimes.  A second broad stream of my research 
has sought to understand these EMC risk drivers, and their impact on investing firms and related individuals. 
 

My research on EMC privatization includes several publications, starting in 2000 with a paper on EMC 
telecom privatization and valuation appearing in Communications & Strategies (“C&S”) and co-authored with Lee 
McKnight of Syracuse University. 8  In 2001, I added to this stream the Privatization of Anatolia National Telekom 
(“ANT”) case simulation series9 published by Harvard Business School Publishing and co-authored with Banu 
Ozcan and Burkhard Schrage of the Fletcher School and Michael Watkins of the Harvard Business School.  The 
ANT case series was developed from information related to the aborted partial privatization of the Turkish state-
owned telecommunications enterprise, Turk Telekom, in the late 1990s.  Both the C&S and ANT publications 
highlighted issues linking EMC institutions to privatizing enterprise valuation and performance.  The most recent 
publication in this EMC privatization stream appeared in 2009 at the Journal of International Business Studies and 
was co-authored with Burkhard Schrage.10  The 2009 JIBS paper again investigated links between EMC institutions 
and telecom privatization, but this time with novel theory suggesting that non-controlling “residual” state 
ownership might enhance rather than detract from telecom performance.   

 
Research on EMC liberalization, risk and investment also led to multiple publications.  One series includes 

several journal articles on EMC financial liberalization and the increasingly important role of EMC sovereign risk 
ratings published by major credit rating agencies like Moody’s Investors’ Services (“Moody’s”) and Standard and 
Poor’s Credit Rating (“S&P”). Dissertation research and publication on EMC financial innovation 11 led to this 
interest in agencies and their EMC sovereign ratings.  I found that researchers in international finance, economics 
and related fields tended to treat these assessments as objective and comprehensive indicators of risk associated 
with lending and investment in EMCs.  I took a different view based on my strategy and IB research experience.  
Moody’s, S&P and other major credit rating agencies were private, for-profit businesses vying for ratings business 
from EMC governments and businesses placing US$ billions in debt in the US and elsewhere.  I proposed that their 
agency sovereign ratings might be significantly and substantially linked to their business positioning within the 
sovereign rating industry.  This, in turn, could skew their sovereign ratings, particularly in times of economic or 
political turbulence.  A series of publications, including a 2000 JIBS article,12 a 2002 book chapter13  and a 2004 
Org Sci article,14 all published with Gerry McNamara, demonstrated how these same competitive factors often 
skewed agency ratings far from what the “objective fundamentals” would otherwise direct.   

 

                                                 
8 “Creative Destruction in the Internet Economy:  The Internet’s Impact on Enterprise Valuation,” (with L. McKnight), Communications & 
Strategies, 40(4):  193-210 (2000). 
9 The Privatization of Anatolia National Telekom (with B. Ozcan, B. Schrage and M. Watkins), HBSP Case Nos. 9-801-431 to 9-801-439 
inclusive, Harvard Business School Publishing, Boston, MA (2001).  The ANT case series has been used by faculty with students, executives 
and regulators at various institutions including the Fletcher School, the Harvard Business School, the Carlson School, the UIUC College of 
Business, the International Institute for Management Development (Lausanne, Switzerland), the Instituto Superio Technologico (Lisbon, 
Portugal), the Singapore Management University and the Indian Institute of Management (Bangalore, India).  Two other privatization cases 
(with D. Wegiel and S. Dutta) were published through INSEAD Case Publishing:  LOT Polish Airlines (Parts A-B), INSEAD Case 
Publishing Nos. 06/1999-4837 to 06/1999-4838; and Judo Economics:  Challenging a State-Owned Enterprise INSEAD Case Publishing 
Nos. 12/1999-4869. 
10 “Residual State Ownership, Policy Stability and Financial Performance Following Strategic Decisions by Privatizing Telecoms,” with B. 
Schrage, Journal of International Business Studies 40(4):  621-641 (2009).  Preliminary publication as a working paper at the Singapore 
Management University, SMU Working Paper, Singapore Management University:  Singapore (2004). 
11 “A Tale of Two Citis:  Understanding the Paradox of Product Innovation and Innovation Strategies in Multinational Fianncial Institutions,” 
in Financial Innovations and the Welfare of Nations:  How Cross-Border Transfers of Financial Innovations Nurture Emerging Capital 
Markets, L. Jacque and P. Vaaler, eds., Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA, 223-246 (2001). 
12 “The Influence of Competitive Positioning and Rivalry on Emerging Market Risk Assessment,” (with G. McNamara), Journal of 
International Business Studies, 31(2):  337-348 (2000). 
13“Strategic Decision-Making in the Entrepreneurial Millennium:  Competition, Crisis and ‘Expert’ Risk Assessment of Emerging-Market 
Sovereigns,” (with G. McNamara), Creating Value:  Winners in the New Business Environment, M. Hitt, R. Amit, C. Lucier and R. Nixon, 
eds., Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, England, 188-212 (2002).   This paper was selected at the 2000 Meetings of the Strategic Management 
Society as one of 10 finalist papers for the McKinsey Best Conference Paper Award. 
14“Crisis and Competition in Expert Organizational Decision Making:  Credit Rating Agencies and Their Response to Turbulence in 
Emerging Economies,” (with G. McNamara), Organization Science, 15(6):  687-703 (2004).  
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Research on EMC liberalization, risk and investment led me in three other directions.  One direction led me 
to explore how investing firms assess performance in hyper-inflationary contexts often encountered in EMCs.  In a 
2001 paper published in JIBS with Laurent Jacque, I developed a model for “filtering out” the performance effects 
of hyper-inflation and currency exchange fluctuation so that parent organizations could hold their EMC subsidiary 
managers accountable for what they could control rather than what happened beyond their control. 15   

 
A second direction explores a new class of investing individuals in EMCs:  migrants.  My sole-authored 

2011 publication in JIBS presents the first broad-sample cross-country empirical analysis of the venture investment 
impact of migrant remittances in EMCs.16  The theoretical grounding for this study includes transaction cost 
economics and knowledge theories.  Both help us understand how immigrants from developing countries might 
have better insight and capabilities to invest in new enterprises back home compared to more conventional foreign 
investors such as venture capital fund managers.  In their home-country communities, immigrants likely have deep 
and often-renewed (by transnational communications and visits) knowledge of new venture opportunities to invest 
in and or even manage from abroad.  Immigrants may also enjoy advantages over conventional investors when 
comes to safeguarding their investments in developing countries with less well-established contract and property 
rights regimes.  Immigrants have clan-related safeguards.  The recipients of their venture capital money and ideas 
are relatives or neighbors still in the home country.  Small transfers of money and ideas for new business creation 
and growth back home to these clan members pub immigrants in a great position to play the role of transnational 
entrepreneur.  My panel data analyses of remittance flows to more than 50 developing countries in the 2000s 
supports this proposition.  Remittances increase general capital availability, more narrowly-defined venture capital 
availability, new business starts, and broader economic openness to trade.  And surprisingly, remittances from less 
well-educated immigrants abroad seem to have a stronger effect on these venture-related outcomes in developing 
countries.  This finding contradicts an assumption in many debates about migrant entrepreneurship that better-
educated migrants are more likely to send home “smarter” money for new business funding and founding.  My 
findings suggest an alternative story to investigate.  Less well-educated migrants are more likely to venture invest 
back home out of necessity.  Their clan members back home are also likely less well-educated and poorer with 
fewer job opportunities other than starting their own business.  Remittances are more likely to start new ventures in 
this context as a matter of basic subsistence as well as business opportunity back home. 

 
A sole-authored companion publication published in the Journal of International Management in 2013 

demonstrates that the structural characteristics of the migrant diaspora abroad affect the venture-investment impact 
of remittances back home.17 Remittances from diasporas concentrated in one or only a few countries abroad seem to 
have a stronger effect on these same venture-related outcomes.  I reason that public institutions (e.g., banks, 
investment clubs, foreign consulates) helpful to immigrant discovery and exploitation of venture ideas back home 
are more likely to arise in more concentrated diaspora communities. 

 
A third direction for this EMC liberalization research relates to regional factors shaping multinational firm 

decisions about where to invest among liberalizing EMCs.  My 2013 paper in JIBS represents a step in that 
direction.18  Co-authored with Ruth Aguilera of UIUC, Ricardo Flores of the Australian School of Business and 
Arash Mahdian of Wolfram Research Corporation, this paper represents the first of what I believe will be several 
papers devoted to understanding how best to think about supra-national geographic regions (e.g., Sub-Saharan 
Africa) for purposes of explaining foreign direct investment tendencies.  The JIBS paper develops and tests a theory 
for evaluating the “coherence” of alternative regional grouping schemes used in empirical research explaining 
multinational firm investment and performance trends.  One novel feature of this paper is the use of a simulated 
annealing algorithm to iteratively refine and re-estimate regional group effects on multinational firm investment 
location choices.  This topic and technique were first discussed by us in two previously-published book chapters.19   
                                                 
15 “The International Control Conundrum with Exchange Risk:  An EVA Framework,” (with L. Jacque), Journal of International Business 
Studies, 32(4):  813-832 (2001). 
16 “Immigrant Remittances and the Venture Investment Environment of Developing Countries,” Journal of International Business Studies, 
42(9):  1121-1149 (2011). 
17 “Diaspora Concentration and the Venture Investment Impact of Remittances,” Journal of International Management, 19:  26-46 (2013). 
18 “How Well Do Supranational Regional Grouping Schemes Fit International Business Research Models?” (with R. Aguilera, R. Flores and 
A Mahdian), Journal of International Business Studies, 44(5):  451-474. 
19 “Is It All a Matter of Grouping?  Examining the Regional Effect in Global Strategy,” (with R. Aguilera and R. Flores), in International 
Strategic Management: A New Generation, S. Tallman, ed., Edward Elgar Publishers:  Northampton, MA, 209-228 (2007).  “New Methods 
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Work on EMC democratization, risk and investment is, perhaps, my best developed research stream to date.  

The rise of competitive EMC electoral systems also gave rise to the possibility of changes in foreign investor risk 
perceptions linked to so-called political business cycles (“PBCs”), which relate economic policies to electoral 
considerations.  I was the first management scholar to take PBC models and empirical methods seriously and then 
adapt them to explain the election-period risk and investment behaviors of various foreign investors.  Several 
papers in this stream have found publication since 2001 as working papers, book chapters, conference proceedings 
papers, and top-tier macroeconomics, development economics, IB and general management journal articles.  I 
briefly note four here.  My 2004 Journal of International Money and Finance (“JIMF”) paper with Steven Block 
introduced international economists to theoretical and empirical bases for proposing that sovereign bond investors 
and sovereign credit rating agencies might respond to elections with heightened risk perceptions. 20   My 2005 JIBS 
paper with Steven Block and Burkhard Schrage articulated for IB scholars the theoretical and empirical bases for 
proposing that such heightened risk perception was magnified for sovereign bond investors when elections foretold 
a switch from more investor-friendly right-wing incumbent parties to less investor-friendly left-wing challengers. 21 
My 2006 Review of Development Economics (“RDE”) paper with Steven Block and Burkhard Schrage articulated a 
similar proposition for development economists in the context of sovereign rating agencies. 22  And my sole-
authored 2008 Academy of Management Journal (“AMJ”) paper did the same for management scholars in the 
context of foreign investment project managers.23   
 

These JIMF, JIBS, RDE and AMJ papers suggest that the mere expectation by foreign investment actors of 
election-related change in economic policies may be sufficient to significantly and substantially affect the cost and 
availability of foreign capital in EMCs.  This conclusion highlights the potential for conflict between EMC 
economic and political reform, and the importance of considering non-voting yet vitally-interested private outside 
actors when resolving such conflict.  

 
Two subsequent publications investigate related issues linking EMC elections and rating agency behavior.  

A book chapter co-authored with Gerry McNamara documents that election-year effects on sovereign ratings are 
less pronounced in countries where competition for sovereign bond ratings among agencies is more intense.24  In a 
journal article published in 2013 in Economics Letters with Marek Hanusch of the World Bank I demonstrate that 
agency sovereign ratings may lessen the intensity of election-year borrowing by democratizing EMCs.25  These 
recent publications extend the domain of PBC research to explain not only how they affect but may also be affected 
by the actions of private, often foreign-based financial actors.   

 
The findings in the Economics Letters article are potentially quite important. First, they “turn the tables” on 

PBC research that typically draws causal lines from government budget policies during election years to the 
responses of domestic voters and foreign financial actors like rating agencies. Maybe those foreign actors are 

                                                                                                                                                                            
for Ex Post Evaluation of Regional Grouping Schemes in International Business Research: A Simulated Annealing Approach,” (with R. 
Aguilera and R. Flores) in Research Methodology in Strategy and Management, D. Ketchen and D. Bergh, eds., Elsevier Science Publishers: 
Kidlington, UK, 161-190 (2007). 
20“The Price of Democracy:  Sovereign Risk Ratings, Bond Spreads and Political Business Cycles in Developing Countries,” (with S. Block), 
Journal of International Money and Finance, 23(3): 917-946 (2004).  Preliminary publication as a Center for International Development 
Working Paper No. 82, Harvard University:  Cambridge, MA (2001). 
21“Counting the Investor Vote:  Political Business Cycle Effects on Sovereign Bond Spreads in Developing Countries,” (with S. Block and B. 
Schrage), Journal of International Business Studies, 36(1): 62-88 (2005).  Preliminary publication as a William Davidson Institute Working 
Paper No. 575, University of Michigan:  Ann Arbor, MI (2003).  
22 “Elections, Opportunism, Partisanship and Sovereign Ratings in Developing Countries,” (with S. Block and B. Schrage), Review of 
Development Economics, 10(1): 154-170 (2006).  Preliminary publication as William Davidson Institute Working Paper No. 546, University 
of Michigan:  Ann Arbor, MI (2003). 
23 “How Do MNCs Vote in Developing Country Elections?”, Academy of Management Journal, 51(1): 21-44 (2008).  Preliminary 
publication as a UIUC College of Business Working Paper No. 06-0125 (UIUC, 2006) and in the Academy of Management Annual Meetings 
Best Papers Proceedings M. Weaver, ed., Academy of Management: Pace University, NY (2006).  
24 “How and Why Credit Rating Agencies ‘Get It Wrong’ When Judging the Risk of Borrowers:  Past and Present Evidence at Home and 
Abroad,” (with G. McNamara), In R. Lawless, R. Brubaker & C. Tabb, eds., A Debtor World:  Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Debt, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 107-143 (2012).  Preliminary publication as a Academy of Management Meetings Best Papers Proceedings, 
G. Solomon, ed., Academy of Management:  Pace University, NY (2008). 
25 “Credit Rating Agencies and Elections in Emerging Democracies: Guardians of Fiscal Discipline,” (with M. Hanusch), Economics Letters, 
119: 251-254 (2013). Preliminary publication as World Bank Working Paper #WPS6379, World Bank:  Washington, DC (2013). 
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anticipating and constraining governments and their self-serving policy distortions.  If so, then we have an 
interesting case of foreign financial actors effectively regulating national actors.  This has implications for 
transnational regime theory holding that private actors are increasingly important as replacements for public 
regulation and governance globally.  Rating agencies apparently fill an important transnational regulatory role in 
the case of finance, and exercise that regulation over sovereign national governments. 
 
IV. Current Projects in Each Research Stream 

 
Going forward, I have several on-going research projects relevant to both streams of my research. Let me 

discuss a few of these.  One on-going project contributes to my interest in management issues in (purportedly) 
turbulent industries.  With co-authors Mari Sako of Oxford University in the UK and George Chondrakis of the 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Spain, I investigate whether and how Fortune 500 firms make decisions about how 
much to “make” (internally) and “buy” (from outside providers) legal services, many of which could and are 
obtained simultaneously through make and buy sources.26  The investigation is important for a growing debate in 
strategy research about whether and how firms sometimes make-and-buy (not make-or-buy) products and services 
vital to firm survival and success.   Strategy research has embraced theory and preliminary evidence that firms 
concurrently source very similar products and services from within and without, but theory and evidence regarding 
how the make-and-buy mix is struck is still missing.  We fill that gap with theory grounded in transaction cost 
economics and the knowledge-based view of the firm.  Our empirical context, lawyers and legal services, is also 
important.  Legal scholars and commentators have held that conventional law firms in the US and UK are facing 
new and increasingly strong competition from client firms increasing the size of their in-house legal staff, and new 
low-cost legal services outsourcing firms often located in developing countries.  Our study investigates evidence 
supporting these holdings and finds the evidence largely unsupportive if not contradicting such claims. 

 
Another current project continues my interest in how moments of political decision and possible policy 

change affect business behavior.  Jing-Lin Duanmu of the University of Surrey in the UK and I are investigating the 
lending behavior of banks in China in and around quinquennial meetings of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) 
leadership.  The basic proposition is that CCP meetings to reconfirm existing or choose new national leaders can 
generate the same incentives to implement expansionary economic policies as in competitive multi-party 
democracies.  That said, the Chinese engage in such policies differently.  They rely less on budgetary and more on 
banking policy distortions to expand growth in the run-up to the year of a CCP meeting, the “election” year.  We 
expect more lending in the run-up and less afterwards.  We also expect that larger state-owned banks in China will 
exhibit more such expand-contract lending behavior than smaller banks with more private ownership in China.  We 
think this study will draw interest from both business and public-policy (China) academics as well as related 
business executives and policy makers. 

 
Other research extensions build on my 2013 Economics Letters publication noting the impact of foreign 

financial actors on governments and their election-period budgetary policies.  One extension again involves Marek 
Hanusch of the World Bank as a co-author.  We have greatly expanded the number of countries, years and ratings 
to be analyzed in ways that space constraints in the Economics Letter publication prohibited.  We are analyzing the 
constraining impact of ratings on government borrowing and spending during election years for more than 50 
developing and developed democracies since the late 1990s.  One innovation for this new paper is the use of rating 
agency “outlooks” (negative, positive or stable) as an alternative means of constraining government.  If the outlook 
is positive suggesting an upgrade or negative indicating a downgrade, then the government may be less likely to 
engage in excessive spending and borrowing during election years compared to when the same government has a 
stable rating.  We think this paper will attract attention from political science and international relations scholars 
interested in transnational regime theories and players like rating agencies.  Another extension of the Economics 
Letters study is aimed at management researchers and debates.  Here I am working with Marek Hanusch and Gerry 
McNamara. The basic thrust of this extension is to understand how distinctive resources and capabilities of the 
rating agencies differ and how those differences matter regarding the significance and magnitude of their private 

                                                 
26 “How Do Firms Make-and-Buy? The Case of Legal Services Sourcing by Fortune 500 Companies,” (with M. Sako and G. Chondrakis). 
Working Paper. Under Initial Journal Submission for First Round of Review. 
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regulatory oversight of national governments during election periods.  Both extensions are in early-stages of 
analyses. 
 

I also have on-going projects related to EMC liberalization.  Three papers-in-progress seek to extend my 
initial publications theorizing about and documenting evidence related to the link between migrant remittances and 
EMC venture investment.  One paper includes Michael Cummings and Dan Forbes of the Carlson School and Mike 
Barnett of Rutgers University as co-authors.  We are investigating the impact of remittances on institutional norms 
in EMCs.27 Another project with Michael Cummings, Alan Gamlen of Victoria University in New Zealand and 
Laura Rossouw of Stellenbosch University in South Africa investigates factors explaining the creation and growth 
in importance of so-called “diaspora engagement institutions” (DIs).  Since the late 1990s, most developing 
countries have created DIs to facilitate communication with and coordination of diaspora activity, including their 
investment activity back home. No previous research has summarized alternative theories to explain the rise of DIs, 
nor has previous research developed any broad-sample statistical evidence documenting such trends.  We do, and 
think the results will interest management and related research debates in international relations and political 
science.28  Yet another project with Michael Cummings and Candace Martinez of the Saint Louis University 
investigates changes in the venture investment impact of remittances related to increasing economic informality in 
EMCs. These follow-on projects will provide a broader picture of transnational venture investment patterns affected 
by both home- and host-country factors that previous research has not yet investigated.29 

 
Another project in this EMC liberalization stream investigates the determinants of “legal” 

internationalization by EMC-based firms through share cross-listing on US stock markets.  Building on a 2007 AoM 
proceedings publication with Burkhard Schrage,30 Ivy Zhang of the Carlson School’s accounting department and 
Joel Malen of Hitosubashi University in Japan have developed and tested a cross-level model of firm- and country-
level factors explaining the “legal internationalization” of EMC firms.31  

 
Yet another project builds on the 2013 JIBS paper investigating the role of supra-national regional effects 

on foreign investment by multinational firms.  In this follow-on project, I am working with Daniel Sokol of Florida 
Univeristy’s Law School as well as Ruth Aguilera, Ricardo Flores and Arash Mahdian.  We are studying alternative 
regional grouping schemes based on legal system differences (e.g., Anglo-American Common Law versus 
Continental European Civil Law system countries) to understand how well they explain foreign investment by 
multinational firms before and after refinement with simulated annealing techniques.  This project is in the early 
stages of analysis. 
 

I also continue to pursue my research on EMC privatization, risk and investment.  One such project 
concerns risk assessment of EMC investment projects and the impact of state ownership.  It includes Barclay James 
of the Louisiana State University as co-author.  He, Ruth Aguilera and I published in 2008 a paper in the Asia 
Pacific Journal of Management analyzing capital structure and risk determinants in EMC project finance. 32  

Barclay James and I have a working paper on the impact of “minority” (non-controlling) state equity on investment 
risk in project finance.  Consistent with my earlier 2009 JIBS paper, we find that minority state ownership has 
investment risk mitigating rather than exacerbating effects.  This working paper was published in the 2013 
Academy of Management Meetings Best Papers Proceedings and won the Skolkovo Best Paper Award 
                                                 
27 “Remitting Institutional Reform in Developing Country Business Norms,” (with M. Barnett, M. Cummings and D. Forbes). Working 
Paper. 
28 “Explaining the Rise of Diaspora Institutions,” (with M. Cummings, A. Gamlen and L. Rossouw).  Working Paper.  Under Initial Journal 
Submission for First Round of Review. 
29 “Economic Informality and the Venture Investment Impact of Migrant Remittances,” (with M. Cummings and C. Martinez).  Working 
Paper.  
30 “US Cross-Listing and the Bonding Hypothesis for Firms from Industrialized, Emerging-Market and Less-Developed Countries,” (with B. 
Schrage), in Transformations in Global Governance:  Implications for Multinationals and Other Stakeholders S. Vachani, ed., Edward Elgar, 
London, England, pp. 264-297 (2005).  Legal System and Rule of Law Effects on US Cross-Listing to Bond by Emerging-Market Firms 
(with B. Schrage), Academy of Management Annual Meetings Best Papers Proceedings, G., Solomon, ed., Academy of Management:  Pace 
University, NY (2007). 
31 “Country- and Firm-Level Determinants of Legal Internationalization by Emerging-Market Firms,” (with J. Malen and I. Zhang). Working 
Paper.  In Revision for Journal Re-Submission and Second Round of Review. 
32 “Risk and Capital Structure in Asian Project Finance,” (with B. James and R. Aguilera), Asia Pacific Journal of Management 25(1):  25-50 
(2008).  Preliminary publication as UIUC College of Business Working Paper 06-0127, UIUC:  Champaign, IL (2006). 
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(International Management Division of the Academy of Management).33  Another paper with Barclay James 
investigates the impact of previous project leader experience and equity holdings.34  Contrary to previous evidence 
in strategy research, we find that leader experience does not necessarily decrease risk associated with building and 
operating large projects in countries where the contract and property rights are volatile. We think our “PIC” (project 
investment company) perspective on experience and investment risk reinvigorates debates in strategy research and 
practice even as it deepens and broadens insight on the risk and investment behavior of firms and individuals active 
in EMCS. 

 
V. Conclusion 
 

Research agendas evolve over time.  I set out 16 years ago to develop a deeper understanding of how firms 
manage change in turbulent industry and country settings.  I defined two broad streams to deepen that 
understanding, one in strategic management and one in IB.  Various publications and works-in-progress suggest 
progress in both streams.  But the journey is far from complete.  I see important questions in both streams still only 
partially addressed, and new questions waiting to be addressed.  Answering those questions will benefit from 
emphasizing the integration of theories and methods from IB and strategic management with those from law, 
political economy and other disciplines in the broader Academy.  They may also benefit from closer association 
with faculty from those disciplines.  My primary faculty appointment is in the University of Minnesota’s Carlson 
School of Management, but I hold an additional courtesy appointment in the University of Minnesota Law School 
and an affiliated faculty appointment at Oxford University’s Saïd Business.  These additional appointments have 
helped immeasurably to inform my current research.  I welcome the opportunity to form closer associations with 
such scholars, schools and research ideas also promoting greater depth and breadth in my own research.   
 

                                                 
33 “Minority Rules:  Credible State Ownership and Investment Risk Project Risk Around the World,” (with B. James), Academy of 
Management Annual Meetings Best Papers Proceedings, L. Toombs, ed., Pace University, Academy of Management, NY (2013).  A 
summary version of this study intended for business executives and foreign direct investment policy makers is forthcoming in Columbia FDI 
Perspectives as “Minority rules:  State Ownership and Foreign Direct Investment Risk Mitigation Strategy.”  The full-length scholarly article 
is a working paper in revision for journal re-submission and second round of review. 
34 “Experience, Equity and Investment Risk:  A PIC Perspective,” (with B. James).  Working Paper. Under Initial Journal Submission for 
First Round of Review. 


